ENVIROBROM TABS

INDUSTRIAL WATER

SLOW RELEASE DBNPA 100 GRAM TABLETS

IT ALL STARTED WITH AN IDEA:

WHY PAY FOR INACTIVE
INGREDIENTS?

Now from the company that brought you the world’s most concentrated wwliquid stabilized bromine
comes the most concentrated tablet form of the field-proven biocide DBNPA. The tablets are
formulated with an unprecedented 95.6% active ingredient, so you don’t pay extra for fillers.

Enviro Brom slow release DBNPA tablets deliver an
biocide for controlling algae, bacteria, and slime in:
Recirculating
cooling water
systems

Basement sumps
and swamp
coolers
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Air conditioning
pans
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registered

Lined reservoirs
and decorative
fountains

Air washing
systems
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RO membranes
and metal working
fluids
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ENVIROBROM TABS

INDUSTRIAL WATER

ADVANTAGES
■■ Ideal for use in low volume
cooling water systems.
■■ 95.6% active DBNPA in 100 g
tablet.
■■ Enhanced performance over the
leading competitor’s 200 g tablet.
■■ One tablet treats 500 - 1000
gallons of water for up to three
weeks.
■■ Non-swelling - suitable for use in
bypass feeder or sealed floater.
■■ High tensile strength tablets
means no splintering or dusting

EFFECTIVE
The tablets contain DBNPA (2,2-dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide),
a highly effective and wide spectrum biocide that has been used
successfully in the field for years. Enviro Tech’s slow dissolving
biocide tablets are intended for use in smaller cooling tower
installations and allow for less frequent visits by the service
company. When time is money, the less time spent monitoring the
cooling water is more money in your pocket

HANDLING
AND STORAGE
Store in the original, tightly-closed
containers, in dry, dark and cool
areas, away from energy sources.
Even though product is individually
wrapped in a protective pouch,
observe safety practices such as
chemical resistant gloves, eye
protection, boots, and protective
clothing.

SAFE & EASY
DBNPA is a very effective biocide, but can be difficult to handle
safely. It isn’t cost-effective to run complex closed and metered
biocide systems for small cooling towers, so safety and ease
of handling is of primary concern. Enviro Tech’s slow dissolving
biocide tablets come individually wrapped in a water-soluble bag.
The breakthrough formulation regulates the rate at which the
tablets dissolve, allowing service intervals of about a month.

SHIPPING AND
TRANSPORT

Enviro Brom Tabs are available in
5.5 lb pails containing 25 tablets.
Boxes come with four pails. Enviro
Brom Tabs ship as non-hazardous
when shipped domestically via
ground.
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